I prove several conjectures of [GHKK14] on the cluster structure of SLn, which in particular imply the full FockGoncharov conjecture for the open double Bruhat cell A ⊂ SLn /U , for U ⊂ SLn a maximal unipotent subgroup. This endows the mirror cluster variety X with a canonical potential function W , and determines a canonical cone 
Introduction
In this paper, I'll focus on two examples that are discussed in [GHKK14] . First I'll look at a maximal unipotent subgroup U of G = SL n , and then I'll consider the base affine space G/U . I prove [GHKK14] Conjecture 11.11 and part 1 of Conjecture 0.19. The notation and definitions used below come from [GHKK14] . Theorem 1. Every frozen variable of G e,w0 has an optimized seed. LetŮ be G e,w0 with the frozen variables ∆ 1,...,i 1,...,i restricted to 1, and view U as the partial compactification ofŮ afforded by allowing the remaining frozen variables to vanish. Then the torus T embedded in U via the Lusztig map t 1 , · · · , t l(w0) → E i1 (t 1 ) · · · E i l(w 0 ) t l(w0) for the lexographically minimal reduced word w 0 = s 1 s 2 s 1 · · · s n−1 s n−2 · · · s 1 is in U 's atlas of tori. Each non-constant matrix entry is a cluster variable in some seed ofŮ , and in the seed associated to T the g-vectors for these non-constant matrix entries form a basis for the integer tropical points of the mirror X Z T , which is identified with a lattice by the choice of seed. The edges of the cone W T ≥ 0 ⊂ X R T are the R ≥0 span of these g-vectors, so this cone is a full dimensional simplicial cone and the g-vectors are the non-identity generators of its monoid of integral points.
Theorem 2. View G/U as a partial compactification of G e,w0 , where G e,w0 is embedded in G/U via g → g T U . In the seed determined by the lexicographically minimal reduced expression for w 0 , 1 Ξ := x ∈ X R T : W T ≥ 0 is the Gelfand-Tsetlin cone with the final coordinate restricted to 0. The edges of Ξ are the R ≥0 span of the g-vectors of the minors ∆ j1,...,ji 1,...,i . These g-vectors are precisely the non-identity generators of the monoid Ξ ∩ X Z T .
These theorems have some immediate consequences:
(1) Let u be the Lie algebra of U , and U q (u) its quantized universal enveloping algebra. Lusztig constructed his celebrated canonical basis in [Lus90] precisely for U q (u). 4 It will be interesting to compare the canonical basis obtained via the machinery of cluster varieties and mirror symmetry to the classical limit of Lusztig's canonical basis.
(2) Now let U (u) * gr be the graded dual of the universal enveloping algebra of u. H 0 (U, O U ) is isomorphic (as a Hopf algebra) to U (u)
The first task is to establish U 's cluster structure. We will see that U arises as the partial compactification of an A-cluster variety, where all frozen variables are allowed to go to 0. Some background sections are provided for completeness. Clear and concise discussions of cluster varieties via initial data are provided in Section 1.2 of [FG09] and Section 2 of [GHK13] . I won't reproduce the discussion here, but I will assume familiarity with it. My notation follows [GHK13] . Feel free to skim the background sections for the results.
2.a Overview of double Bruhat cells, double pseudoline arrangements, and quivers for G = SL n
This overview follows [FZ98] and [BFZ03] .
For u, v in the Weyl group W of G, and B + , B − a pair of opposite Borel subgroups, the double Bruhat cell G u,v is defined to be G u,v = (B + uB + ) ∩ (B − vB − ) .
Let G = SL n , B + the subgroup of upper triangular matrices, and B − lower triangular matrices. G is of type A n−1 and W = S n .
So the double Bruhat cells are indexed by W × W . Define a right action of the first copy of W on {1 R , 2 R , . . . , n R }, 5 and a left action of the second copy of W on {1 B , 2 B , . . . , n B }.
A double reduced word i for (u, v) is a shuffle of a reduced word i R for u in the alphabet {1 R , 2 R , . . . , (n − 1) R } and a reduced word i B for v in the alphabet {1 B , 2 B , . . . , (n − 1) B }.
Representing i R as a sequence of crossings of n red "pseudolines" indexed {1 R , 2 R , . . . , n R } by height bottom up, j R corresponds to a crossing on the j-th level-a crossing of the pseodolines in positions j and j + 1. Similarly, j B represents a crossing of blue pseudolines on level j. As u acts on the right, the red pseudolines are indexed {1 R , 2 R , . . . , n R } on the left. The blue pseudolines are labeled on the right. These diagrams are called pseudoline arrangements. As i is a shuffle of i R and i B , it can be represented by overlaying the pseudoline arrangements corresponding to i R and i B . The result is called a double pseudoline arrangement. For each i, there is a seed whose variables correspond to the chambers of the double pseudoline arrangement associated to i. For example, i = (1 B , 1 R , 2 B , 1 B ) produces the double pseudoline arrangement and chamber minors shown below.
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Consider levels j and j ′ = j ± 1. 8 Suppose there is exactly 1 crossing on level j ′ between 2 consecutive crossings on level j. Suppose further that some pseudoline is used in both the crossing on level j ′ and the first crossing on level j, i.e. the crossing on level j ′ and the first crossing on level j are the same color. If this color is red, draw an inclined arrow across this pseudoline pointing rightward. If the pseudoline in question is blue, the inclined arrow will point leftward. Now suppose that following a crossing on level j, there is a pair of consecutive crossings on level j ′ having opposite colors prior to any more crossings on j. If the first of this pair of crossings is blue, draw an arrow from the chamber bounded by the pair to the chamber initiated by the crossing on j. If the colors for the pair of crossings are reversed, so is the direction of the arrow. Note that arrows only connect neighboring chambers, and these arrows are fully determined by the pseudolines bounding the pair of chambers in question.
2.b U as partial compactification of an A-cluster variety
The unipotent radical U of B + is the subgroup of upper triangular matrices with 1's along the diagonal. Consider the double Bruhat cell G e,w0 = (B + eB + ) ∩ (B − w 0 B − ). The intersectionŮ := U ∩ G e,w0 is the non-vanishing locus of the upper right minors in U .
11Ů is an A-cluster variety, and U is obtained fromŮ by allowing all frozen variables onŮ to vanish.
The usual initial data forŮ comes from initial data for G e,w0 . The initial data generally chosen for G e,w0 is associated to the reduced word for w 0 that is minimal in the lexicographic ordering. For example, if n = 5, we would choose the expression (1, 2, 1, 3, 2, 1, 4, 3, 2, 1) for w 0 . The resulting double pseudoline arrangement and chamber minors are shown below. The minors associated to unbounded chambers are the frozen variables. Note that each chamber minor on the right side of the double pseudoline arrangement is identically 1 when restricted toŮ ⊂ G e,w0 . We can simply ignore these variables and the associated vertices and arrows in the quiver if we are describingŮ as a cluster variety. The resulting quiver Q for the n = 5 example is shown below, with frozen vertices boxed. I'll write A i;j s to denote the cluster variable associated to the vertex v i;j in the seed s, or just A i;j if the seed is clear from context. I'll write I for the indexing set of the vertices of the quiver, or equivalently the indexing set of the variables in a given seed.
So choosing the lexicographically minimal reduced word i w0 for w 0 determines an open torus inŮ as the non-vanishing locus of the chamber minors associated to i w0 . This is the torus associated to the initial seed s 0 in the toric atlas that definesŮ 's cluster variety structure. However, there is another natural way in which i w0 determines a torus inŮ . For a given semisimple Lie group G, we can define the following one parameter subgroups of G via the Chevalley-Serre generators for the Lie algebra.
Note that only the E i (t) subgroups land in U . The choice of reduced word i w0 determines the following immersion initially described by A. Whitney and Loewner in the context of totally positive matrices, then generalized to the setting of reductive groups and related to canonical bases by Lusztig:[Whi52, Loe56, Lus94, Lus97]
where l (w 0 ) is the length of a reduced expression for w 0 .
So i w0 has determined two tori inside of U -one as the non-vanishing locus of chamber minors and the other via ϕ iw 0 . It is natural to wonder if these tori are related.
Proposition 7. Let α : U → U be the automorphism of U given by reflection over the anti-diagonal. Then the image of ϕ iw 0 is the non-vanishing locus of α * A i;j s 0 i;j∈I , i.e. the non-vanishing locus of ∆ w0(J) w0 (I) where each ∆ I J is an initial seed minor.
Proof. Using Proposition 4.2 of [FZ98] , the following planar network can be used to write down ϕ iw 0 t 1 , . . . , t l(w0) . All paths are direct from left to right. The weight of a path is the product of the weights of its segments, and ∆ i j ϕ iw 0 t 1 , . . . , t l(w0) is the sum of the weights of all paths from i to j. For example, for n = 4,
. . , t 6 ) = t 1 t 2 + t 1 t 5 + t 3 t 5 ,
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In this case the ellipses in the picture can be ignored.
. . , t 6 ) = 1, and ∆ 4 3 ϕ iw 0 (t 1 , . . . , t 6 ) = 0. Now consider the following relabeling of the t i 's: Now define
I claim that
Note that
are all non-zero precisely when {τ i;j } i;j∈I are all non-zero. Furthermore, if I order the a i;j lexicographically, the product for a i;j has exactly 1 factor that has not appeared in a previous product-namely, τ i;j . So, assuming the claim, it is rather easy to explicitly construct an inverse
to ϕ iw 0 . Then the proposition follows immediately from this claim.
Essentially, my proof of the claim will make use of multilinearity of the determinant to "factor out a weight" of a segment and skew symmetry to "delete segments" until all that remains is a product consisting of the desired weights and the determinant of an upper triangular matrix with 1's on the diagonal. Since
, the relevant submatrix M is the i × i right aligned block whose bottom row is w 0 (j − i + 1). So the paths relevant to the last column start between w 0 (j) and w 0 (j − i + 1) and end at w 0 (1), the paths relevant to the penultimate column start between w 0 (j) and w 0 (j − i + 1) and end at w 0 (2), and so forth. This is illustrated below for a 2;4 . Figure 4: Paths relevant to the minor a 2;4 . The blue paths describe the last column, and the orange paths describe the penultimate column.
Note that every path used to write the last column of M contains the line segment with weight τ 1;2 . This indicates that τ 1;2 is divides every entry of this column. By multilinearity, this can be factored out of the last column yielding a new matrix M ′ with det(M ) = τ 1;2 det(M ′ ). The paths describing the entries of last column of M ′ have the same weights as paths describing the entries in the same row of the second to last column.
13 For example, the paths indicated below have the same weight.
τ 2;3 τ 3;4
Figure 5: The blue path, which encodes the w 0 (4); w 0 (1) entry of M ′ , and the orange path, which describes a summand of the w 0 (4); w 0 (2) entry, have the same weight.
So the last column of M ′ is a summand of the second to last column. By skew symmetry, this summand can be removed from the second to last column without affecting det(M ′ ). This corresponds to deleting a segment of the planar network, as shown below. As a result of deleting this segment, each path now used to describe the second to last column contains the segment of weight τ 2;3 . So this can be factored out the same way τ 1;2 was previously. If there are more than 2 columns, factoring out τ 2;3 and using skew symmetry of the determinant allows me to delete the horizontal segment immediately below τ 2;3 's segment. (If there aren't more than 2 columns, the segment in question is never used. Deleting it won't harm things; it's just unnecessary.) Meanwhile, if j − i > 1, then every path describing the last column contains the segment of weight τ 1;3 . Again, factor it out and delete the horizontal segment below it, now killing paths used to describe both the second and third to last column. This process continues until the paths for each column no longer share a segment with weight different from 1, i.e. until the bottom non-zero entry of each column in the i × i matrix is 1. This occurs after j − i factors have been pulled off of the paths for each of the i columns-the factors for the last column having first index 1, those for the second to last having first index 2, and so forth-leaving a single weight 1 path from w 0 (j − i + k) to w 0 (k). Continuing with the a 2;4 example, the resulting planar network has the form
Figure 7: Paths for a 2;4 after completing the process of factoring out weights and deleting segments.
In this example, the weights τ 1;2 , τ 1;3 , τ 2;3 , and τ 2;4 have been factored out, and the submatrix described by the final planar network is 1 τ 1;4 0 1 . More generally, we have arrived at
where U is an upper triangular matrix with 1's on the diagonal. The claim follows.
In fact, the relationship between these two tori goes deeper.
Proposition 8. The image of ϕ iw 0 is also in the toric atlas forŮ . The seed s ′ for this torus can be reached from the initial seed s 0 by the following sequence of mutations: v 1;2 , v 1;3 , v 2;3 , . . . , v n−2;n−1 , v 1;2 , v 1;3 , v 2;3 , . . . , v n−3;n−2 , . . . , v 1;2 , v 1;3 , v 2;3 , v 1;2 .
Furthermore, if µ is the resulting birational map µ :
quiver Q s ′ for s ′ is just the quiver Q s0 for s 0 with every arrow reversed.
The sequence listed in the proposition is easier to digest with a picture, so before I prove the proposition, I'll illustrate this sequence on the n = 5 quiver from Figure 1 . Replacing vertex labels with their order in the sequence, the first 6 mutations are: 
. So to prove Proposition 8, it is sufficient to show that the listed sequence of mutations produces the claimed variables and quiver. The quivers for each seed will be needed to mutate the variables, so I'll prove the claim about quivers first. The following lemma will be useful.
Lemma 9. Let Q n be the quiver v n;1 v n;2 v n;3 · · · v n;n−1 v n;n v n−1;1 v n−1;2 v n−1;n−1
Mutating at each vertex of Q n in lexicographic order simply deletes the bottom row of arrows, leaving v n;1 v n;2 v n;3 · · · v n;n−1 v n;n v n−1;1 v n−1;2 v n−1;n−1 Now note that there are no arrows in Q n between row n and Q n−2 . As a result, no set of mutations that is restricted to Q n−2 can affect arrows involving the n th row of vertices, nor can the presence of the n th row affect the mutation of Q n−2 in Q n−1 . So, mutating through all of the vertices of Q n−2 must produce the following quiver, which contains an embedded copy of the quiver in Figure 9 : v n;1 v n;2 v n;3 v n;n−2 v n;n−1 v n;n v n−1;1 v n−1;2 v n−1;n−3 v n−1;n−2 v n−1;n−1 v n−2;1 v n−2;2 v n−2;n−3 v n−2;n−2 v n−3;1 v n−3;n−4 v n−3;n−3
Quiver from Figure 9 .
Figure 10: Quiver resulting from mutating Q n at each vertex of Q n−2 lexicographically.
A similar line of reasoning shows that none of the remaining mutations (all of which are on rows n − 1 and n) can affect Q n−3 , or any of the arrows with a vertex in Q n−3 . Then I can mutate the following more manageable subquiver instead: v n;1 v n;2 v n;3 v n;n−2 v n;n−1 v n;n v n−1;1 v n−1;2 v n−1;n−3 v n−1;n−2 v n−1;n−1 v n−2;1 v n−2;2 v n−2;n−3 v n−2;n−2
Mutating at v n−1;1 yields: v n;1 v n;2 v n;3 v n;n−2 v n;n−1 v n;n v n−1;1 v n−1;2 v n−1;n−3 v n−1;n−2 v n−1;n−1
Following with a mutation at v n−1;1 gives:
A clear pattern develops. Mutating at v n−1;k kills a downward vertical arrow to its left while creating downward vertical arrow to its right. Similarly, a leftward horizontal arrow below v n−1;k is replaced by a leftward horizontal arrow above it. Meanwhile, the direction of each incoming or outgoing arrow at v n−1;k is reversed. Then the result of mutating at each of the vertices in row n − 1 is v n;1 v n;2 v n;3 v n;n−2 v n;n−1 v n;n v n−1;1 v n−1;2 v n−1;n−3 v n−1;n−2 v n−1;n−1 v n−2;1 v n−2;2 v n−2;n−3 v n−2;n−2
Now compare this quiver to Figure 9 , and recall that Figure 9 was constructed such that mutating along the bottom row produced Q n−1 . This construction applied regardless of the number of rows in the quiverit did not make use of the induction hypothesis. Instead, the induction hypothesis was used to say that Figure 9 resulted from mutating Q n−1 along its first n − 2 rows. Then mutating along the n th row produces the bottom of Q n , proving the lemma.
Corollary 10. Mutating Q n at each vertex lexicographically, then mutating at each vertex of its subquiver Q n−1 , and so forth finishing with Q 1 simply reverses the direction of every arrow in Q n .
Proof. As before, for Q 1 , there is nothing to show, and for Q 2 there is only one mutation to add to the sequence in Figure 8 :
So suppose the claim holds for all m < n. Mutating at each vertex of Q n yields Q n by Lemma 9. Since there are no arrows between the subquiver Q n−2 and the n th row of Q n , the argument used to draw Figure 10 applies here as well. Mutating Q n through the first n − 2 rows produces v n;1 v n;2 v n;3 v n;n−2 v n;n−1 v n;n v n−1;1 v n−1;2 v n−1;n−3 v n−1;n−2 v n−1;n−1 v n−2;1 v n−2;2 v n−2;n−3 v n−2;n−2 v n−3;1 v n−3;n−4 v n−3;n−3
Figure 11: Quiver resulting from mutating Q n at each vertex of Q n−2 lexicographically.
The quiver mutations following Figure 10 transfer to this setting almost exactly. The one difference is that the current quiver has no 3-cycles at the bottom. Since there are no leftward horizontal arrows along the bottom row to cancel, mutation will create rightward horizontal arrows on the bottom row. So in the case, the result of mutating at the vertices of row n − 1 is v n;1 v n;2 v n;3 v n;n−2 v n;n−1 v n;n v n−1;1 v n−1;2 v n−1;n−3 v n−1;n−2 v n−1;n−1
Figure 12: Quiver resulting from mutating Q n at each vertex, then mutating at each vertex of its subquiver Q n−1 .
All arrows associated with the bottom row of vertices are now in the desired position. None of the remaining mutations can affect these arrows. Only the subquiver Q n−1 will change. But by Lemma 9, this subquiver is the result of mutating Q n−1 at each of its vertices in lexicographic order. Then the remaining mutations turn Figure 12 into Q n with each arrow reversed by the induction hypothesis.
Corollary 11. The sequence of mutations listed in Proposition 8 simply reverses every arrow of Q s0 .
Proof. Q s0 is Q n with vertices relabeled. The frozen vertices of Q s0 correspond to the bottom row of Q n . Under the relabeling, the listed sequence says to mutate at the vertices of Q n−1 lexicographically, then Q n−2 , and so forth. So this is precisely the case considered in Corollary 10 after mutating through the vertices of Q n lexicographically. The resulting quiver is Q n with every arrow reversed, and deleting arrows between frozen vertices yields Q s0 with each arrow reversed.
To prove Proposition 8, all that remains is mutating the variables of the initial seed. I claim that each mutation at v i;j in the sequence shifts the indexing sets for both the rows and the columns up by 1, e.g. {3, 4, 5} is sent to {4, 5, 6}. Note that if this holds, the sequence of mutations would reflect each A i;j s 0 over the antidiagonal, finishing the proof of Proposition 8. The proof of this claim will be another exercise in quiver mutations, together with repeated application of a certain minor identity.
Lemma 12. Consider the space Mat n×(n+1) (K), where K is a field of characteristic = 2. Let J = {1, . . . , n + 1} be the indexing set for columns. Choose j 1 , j 2 , and j 3 , with 1 ≤ j 1 < j 2 < j 3 ≤ n + 1. Then
Proof.
14 The minors in question are determined by choosing (with order) n + 1 vectors in an n-dimensional vector space V , with each vector representing a column of a matrix in Mat n×(n+1) . The vectors that do not correspond to columns j 1 , j 2 , or j 3 occur in each minor. There are n − 2 of these vectors. Fix them. Then
becomes a function f of the remaining 3 vectors. If the fixed vectors are not linearly independent, the n × n minors will vanish. Then f is identically 0, and the claim holds. So assume the fixed vectors are linearly independent. Write v 1 , v 2 , and v 3 for the vectors corresponding to j 1 , j 2 , and j 3 , and write v i = v ⊥ i + v i to decompose these vectors into the components perpendicular and parallel to the subspace W spanned by the fixed vectors. v i does not affect f , as it does not affect the minors defining f . We are left with v
f is clearly multilinear in these arguments. It is also skew-symmetric, as described below. If any two of v
are swapped, the sign of the n × n minor that utilizes both of these vectors is flipped by skew-symmetry of the determinant. The (n − 1) × (n − 1) minor paired with it is independent of the swapped vectors, so it remains unaltered. So swapping the two vectors flips the sign of this summand. Meanwhile, if the remaining summands are s and s ′ , swapping the two vectors swaps s and s ′ up to a sign. This is because it exchanges the sets of vectors that determine the minors in these summands, without respecting the ordering on these sets. For instance, upon swapping v is also a signed volume of this parallelepiped. The relative sign of these two volumes is determined by the parity of the permutation sending one ordered set of edges to the other. There are j 2 −j 1 −1 positions between j 1 and j 2 , so it takes j 2 − j 1 − 1 neighboring transpositions to send the first ordered set to the second, and the relative sign is (−1)
The same argument shows that this swapping of v Using Lemma 12 repeatedly yields the following proposition for mutations in G e,w0 .
14 Much of this proof is due to Aaron Fenyes. 15 The edges are obtained by projecting out the last coordinate of these vectors. The parallelepiped lives in the hyperplane of V where the last coordinate is 0.
16 Recall that char(K) = 2.
Proposition 13. Consider the sequence of mutations in Proposition 8. After the k th mutation at v i;j , A i;j pulls back to T N ;s0 as ∆ 1,...,k,k+1,...,k+i 1,...,k,k+j−i+1,...,k+j .
Proof. While it was convenient to drop the frozen vertices v i;i before, it's necessary to reintroduce them now. The differences between mutations of the new quivers and those investigated previously are uncomplicated, so rather than repeating the previous discussion with minor changes, I'll simply sketch the results. Instead of Q n from Lemma 9, the initial seed quiver Q s0 is now a relabeling of Mutating through the vertices of Q n−1 lexicographically produces v n;1 v n;2 v n;3 v n;n−2 v n;n−1 v n;n v n−1;1 v n−1;2 v n−1;n−3 v n−1;n−2 v n−1;n−1 v n−2;1 v n−2;2 v n−2;n−3 v n−2;n−2 Each mutation at v i;j utilizes a quiver in which v i;j has two outgoing arrows and two incoming arrows. Specifically, there is an arrow from v i+1;j to v i;j and an arrow from v i;j to v i+1;j+1 . If v i−1;j−1 is a vertex of the subquiver Q n of Q n , then there is an arrow from v i;j to v i−1;j−1 . If v i−1;j is a vertex of Q n , then there is an arrow from v i−1;j to v i;j . If v i−1;j−1 is not a vertex of Q n , then j = 1. In this case, in the quiver for the k th mutation at v i;j there is an arrow from v i;j to v k−1;k . If v i−1;j is not a vertex of Q n , then j = i. In the quiver for the k th mutation at v i;j , there is an arrow from v k+i−1;k+i to v i;j .
The relabeling of Q n needed to obtain Q s0 is v i;j → v j;i+1 . Then, using the labeling of Q s0 , the exchange relation for the k th mutation at v i;j is
if i = 1 and j = i + 1 A i+1;j+1 A i−1;j−1 + A i;j+1 A k+i;k+i if i = 1 and j = i + 1 A i+1;j+1 A k;k + A i;j+1 A k+i;k+i if i = 1 and j = i + 1.
(1)
The variable A i;j is only replaced via a mutation at v i;j , so let's write A i;j k to denote the unfrozen variable obtained after the k th mutation at v i;j . Then (1) becomes
Recall that A i;j 0 = ∆ With j 1 = k, j 2 = k + 1, and j 3 = k + 2, we find
By induction, Proposition 13 holds. Proof. The variables onŮ are restrictions of the variables on G e,w0 . On U , ∆ 1,...,k,k+1,...,k+i 1,...,k,k+j−i+1,...,k+j = ∆ k+1,...,k+i k+j−i+1,...,k+j , so the first part follows immediately from Proposition 13. Then every mutation at v i;j in the sequence adds 1 to every row and column index of the minor µ * (A i;j ). There are n − j mutations at v i;j , the row indexing set I = {1, . . . , i} for A i;j s 0 becomes {n − j + 1, . . . , n − j + i} = {n + 1 − j, . . . , n + 1 − (j − i + 1)} = {w 0 (j), . . . , w 0 (j − i + 1)} Similarly, the column indexing set J = {j − i + 1, . . . , j} becomes {n − j + j − i + 1, . . . , n − j + j} = {n + 1 − i, . . . , n + 1 − 1} = {w 0 (i), . . . , w 0 (1)} .
So I is sent w 0 (J) with the opposite ordering of indices and J is sent to w 0 (I) with the opposite ordering of indices. Since both orders have been reversed, no sign is introduced. Then
This completes the proof of Proposition 8.
2.c Full Fock-Goncharov conjecture for U
Many sufficient conditions for the full Fock-Goncharov conjecture to hold are provided in [GHKK14] For U , they spelled things out very explicitly in Conjecture 11.11 and Proposition 11.12.
[GHKK14] Conjecture 11.11. Each of the (non-constant) matrix entries is a cluster variable for some cluster of U. There is a choice of seed for which the g-vectors for the matrix entries are linearly independent.
[GHKK14] Proposition 11.12.
[GHKK14] Conjecture 11.11 implies the full Fock-Goncharov conjecture for U .
I will establish [GHKK14] Conjecture 11.11 here.
Proposition 15. Every nonconstant matrix entry is a cluster variable in some seed.
Proof. In U , ∆ With this in mind, it is sufficient to show that for i < j, ∆ 1,...,i 1,...,i−1,j is a cluster variable of G e,w0 . SL n is of Cartan type A n−1 , so it is simply laced. Remark 2.14 of [BFZ03] indicates that every pair of seeds in G e,w0 coming from reduced words for w 0 are mutation equivalent. It suffices to produces a word that yeilds ∆ 1,...,i 1,...,i−1,j as a chamber minor. Any word resulting in some region where the lowest i blue lines are 1 B , . . . , (i − 1) B , and j B would produce the desired chamber. I proceed by induction. There are no unfrozen variables for n < 3, so take n ≥ 3. For n = 3, only ∆ 2 3 is not in the initial seed. However, this is a chamber minor for the reduced word (2, 1, 2). Now suppose the result holds for all m < n.
If j B < n, start the reduced word with the sequence 1, 2, . . . , n − 1. This moves n B to its final position at the top of the double pseudoline arrangement. The problem is reduced to the case of n − 1, where the induction hypothesis applies. Finally, if j B = n, start the word with 2, 3, . . . , n − 1, 2, 3, . . . , n − 2, . . . , n − i + 1, n − i + 2, . . . , i. This moves (n − 1) B to the top, then (n − 2) B below it, and so on until i B . The lines are in the desired position. To finish the word, bring n B to the top via 1, 2, . . . , n − 1. Now i B through n B are in their final positions, and no pair of lines has crossed more than once. Appending any reduced word for the longest element in the n = i − 1 case completes the job.
Alternatively, recall that in the sequence of mutations described in Proposition 8, each mutation at v i;j increased every row index and column index for the minor µ * (A i;j ) by 1. Then for 1 ≤ k < l ≤ n, ∆ k l is obtained as µ * A 1;k−l+1 k−1 . This explicit construction will be useful for computing the g-vectors of the non-constant matrix entries. Before doing so, I provide a description of g-vectors for the unfamiliar reader. The description provided here is intended only as an overview, and is taken from [GHK13] and [GHKK14] . g-vectors were introduced in [FZ06] with a flavor quite different from Gross, Hacking, Keel, and Kontsevich's description, but almost equivalent content. They use a different convention in their mutations of "cluster variables with principal coefficients" and as a result, explicit calculations of g-vectors within the two frameworks will differ.
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Let (A, X ) be the pair of cluster varieties in a cluster ensemble, and for simplicity take all multipliers d i of the inital data to be 1. There is a larger space, denoted A prin , that (roughly speaking) is built out of this pair. If N is the cocharacter lattice for (a torus in the atlas of) A, its dual lattice M plays the corresponding role for X . The space A prin is the A-variety with cocharacter lattice N := N ⊕ M and skew form {(n 1 , m 1 ) , (n 2 , m 2 )} N := {n 1 , n 2 } N + n 1 , m 2 − n 2 , m 1 .
If s 0 = {e 1 , . . . , e n } is the initial seed of A, s 0 = {(e 1 , 0) , . . . , (e n , 0) , (0, e * 1 ) , . . . , (0, e * n )} is the initial seed for A prin . The unfrozen sublattice N uf is identified with the unfrozen sublattice N uf of N . A choice of seed s determines a canonical partial compactification A prin,s of A prin by allowing the frozen X is := z (0,e * i ) s variables to vanish. There is a canonical surjection π : A prin,s → C n X1 s ,...,Xn s , defined on cocharacter lattices by (n, m) → m. A is identified with π −1 (1, 1, . . . , 1) ⊂ A prin,s . The choice of seed s also yields a canonical extension of cluster monomials 18 from A to A prin . z m extends to z (m,0) , and if the function is a monomial on T N ;s ′ , mutation from s ′ to s can be performed equally well in A and A prin , yielding the extension of the cluster monomial. The Laurent phenomenon indicates that the cluster monomial further extends to A prin,s . The map
on the level of cocharacter lattices induces an action of T N on A prin,s . The extension to A prin,s of a cluster monomial is an eigenfunction of this action. The g-vector at s of the cluster monomial is its weight under this action, identified with some point in M . Alternatively (and more simply in practice), the extension of the cluster monomial restricts to a regular non-vanishing eigenfunction along the central fiber π −1 (0). The g-vector is the T N -weight of this restriction to the central fiber. Essentially, this alternative description allows us to drop all terms in the cluster monomial having some X is factor and compute the g-vector of the more manageable resulting expression.
Proposition 16. Let s be the seed corresponding to the image of ϕ iw 0 . The g-vector at s for the minor ∆ 1,...,k+i 1,...,k,k+j−i+1,...,k+j = µ
) is e * n+i−j−k;n−k − e * n−j−k;n−k−i + e * i+k;i+k , where e * r;s is interpreted as 0 if v r;s is not a vertex of the quiver for G e,w0 . Furthermore, setting e * r;r = 0 yields the g-vector for the minor in O(U ). In particular, the g-vector at s for the non-constant matrix entry α
is e * i;j if i = 1 and e * i;j − e * i−1;j−1 otherwise.
Proof. This minor is µ * A i;j k . The quiver for s is obtained from the quiver in Figure 13 (upon relabeling the vertices) by introducing a frozen vertex w i;j for each unfrozen v i;j , and an arrow v i;j → w i;j . Denote by W the set of these new frozen vertices w i;j . I show the resulting quiver for n = 4 below. The quiver at every other seed in the mutation pattern can be obtained by mutating this quiver through the inverse mutation pattern.
Lemma 17. Let Q prin,s be the quiver for the seed s of G e,w0 with principal coefficients at s, and let ν be the inverse mutation pattern to that described in Proposition 8. Then the quiver after the k th mutation at v i;j in ν has exactly the following arrows between v i;j and W : {w i+k−r;j+k−r → v i;j : 1 ≤ r ≤ i}.
18 That is, regular functions on A that are monomials on some torus in the atlas for A.
Proof. Add an index to count mutations at each vertex, so v i;j k corresponds to the k th mutation at v i;j . Then use ν to order the set v i;j k : v 1;2 1 < v 2;3 1 < v 1;3 1 · · · . The claim clear for v 1;2 1 . Assume it holds for all v i ′ ;j ′ k ′ < v i;j k . Only mutations at v i;j or an adjacent vertex may introduce changes to the set of arrows for which v i;j is a vertex (and mutations at v i;j just change the direction of those arrows). Recall the mutations of Lemma 9 and Corollary 10. The mutation v i ′ ;j ′ k ′ is at a vertex adjacent to v i;j if and only if v i ′ ;j ′ ∈ {v i+1;j+1 , v i−1;j−1 , v i;j+1 , v i;j−1 }. Moreover, the arrow connecting v i ′ ;j ′ and v i;j is directed away from v i;j in the first two case and toward v i;j in the last two. I'll treat the k > 1 case first. By the induction hypothesis, after v i;j k−1 , the arrows between v i;j and W are {w i+k−1−r;j+k−1−r → v i;j : 1 ≤ r ≤ i}. Prior to v i+1;j+1 k−1 , the arrows between v i+1;j+1 and W are {v i+1;j+1 → w i+k−r;j+k−r : 1 ≤ r ≤ i + 1}. Before cancelling 2-cycles, composition yields arrows {v i;j → w i+k−r;j+k−r : 1 ≤ r ≤ i + 1}. All that remains upon cancelling 2-cycles is v i;j → w i+k−1;j+k−1 . No compositions yielding arrows between v i;j and W can occur from mutation at v i;j+1 or v i;j−1 as the arrows are directed from these vertices and directed toward v i;j and W . More compositions do arise from v i−1;j−1 , if i > 1. Prior to v i−1;j−1 k , the arrows between v i−1;j−1 and W are {v i−1;j−1 → w i−1+k−r;j−1+k−r : 1 ≤ r ≤ i − 1}. After performing this mutation, the set of arrows between v i;j and W becomes {v i;j → w i−1+k−r;j−1+k−r : 0 ≤ r ≤ i − 1} = {v i;j → w i+k−r;j+k−r : 1 ≤ r ≤ i}. Finally, the mutation v i;j k reverses each of these arrows, yielding the claim for k > 1, assuming the k = 1 result. A simplified version of the k > 1 argument applies for k = 1. Now no mutation has occurred at v i+1;j+1 , so we skip to mutation at v i−1;j−1 , if i > 1. Then prior to mutation at v i;j , the set of arrows between v i;j and W is {v i;j → w i+1−r;j+1−r : 1 ≤ r ≤ i}. Mutation at v i;j reverses these.
The variables at s are monomials on T N ;s : A i;j s is just z e * i;j on this torus. So g s A i;j s = e * i;j . The cluster variables from other seeds need to be pulled back to s via µ −1 . The terms on the right of (1) are unaltered by µ i;j , so µ −1 i;j * (A i;j ) can be read off of (1). Upon including the vertices for X variables, the second term in each binomial on the right of (1) gains factors of X variables, while the first term in the binomial does not. So over the central fiber,
The variables of the seed s are A i;j w 0 (j)−1 . Then
This matches the claim: 
2.d Potential and canonical basis for U
U is obtained fromŮ by allowing the frozen variables A i;n = ∆ 1,...,i n−i+1,...,n to vanish. Corresponding to each divisor A i;n = 0 is a cluster monomial on the dual X variety. If v i;n is a sink in the quiver Q s ′ of some seed s ′ , then z −ei;n s ′ pulls back to a regular function on every torus adjacent to T M;s ′ . Up to a codimension 2 subset, this is all of X , so z −ei;n s ′ would extend to a global regular function on X .
19 This function is denoted ϑ i;n , and a seed where v i;n is a sink is said to optimized for i; n.
The ϑ-functions for frozen indices are key to describing the canonical basis for U . A Landau-Ginzburg potential W : X → C is constructed as the sum of these ϑ-functions, and the canonical basis of
[GHKK14, Corollary 11.9,Corollary 11.10] The non-negative locus of ϑ T i;n yields the subset of X Z T that is regular along the divisor A i;n = 0. Background on tropicalizations is described cleanly in [GHKK14, Section 2].
Proposition 19. Every frozen index for G e,w0 has an optimized seed. As a result, each frozen index for U has an optimized seed.
Proof. Consider a quiver Q L of the form 19 See [GHKK14] Section 10 for a more complete discussion. 
If s op is the seed optimized for v f described above, then ϑ f restricts to T M;sop as z −e f . Pulling back via the sequence of birational maps associated to the quiver mutations yields the restriction of ϑ f to T M;s . The formula for mutation at v k is
and if s 1 = {e 1 , . . . , e n }, then µ k (s 1 ) = {e ′ 1 , . . . , e ′ n } where
Note that the pullback of z −e fs op to T M;s will involve only the subset of s corresponding to vertices at which a mutation has occurred and the vertex v f . So only the subquiver Q L is needed to determine the pullback.
Proposition 20. Using the indexing for Q L at the beginning of Proposition 19, the pullback of z −e0 sop to T M;s is
Proof. The quiver for the first mutation is
The next quiver is
This pattern continues with the i th mutation yielding
The result after all n mutations is
as claimed.
Using Proposition 20, the restriction of the potential W to T M;s can immediately be written down for U . The canonical basis for U is obtained by tropicalizing this potential and taking its non-negative locus. In the seed s, the basis has a very satisfying description.
Proposition 22. Let X be the Fock-Goncharov dual of the A-varietyŮ . Then at s,
is a full dimensional simplicial cone. Furthermore, Ξ is the R ≥0 span of the g-vectors at s for the nonconstant matrix entries. These g-vectors form a basis for M (identified with X Z T by the choice of seed), so they are exactly the non-identity generators of the monoid Ξ ∩ M . The canonical basis for
Proof. Recall the g-vectors at s for the non-constant matrix entries described in Proposition 16. The R ≥0 span of this collection of vectors is clearly a full dimensional simplicial cone in M R . So the second claim implies the first. W T ≥ 0 defines a system of linear inequalities-if
I claim that {−n i } i is the dual basis to the set of g-vectors in question. First note that all n i with a non-zero e j;n component come from the same ϑ-function, and any n k with a non-zero e j−l;n−l component comes from this ϑ-function as well. The g-vectors in question are
So the g-vectors are orthogonal to the subspaces spanned by the n i from all but one ϑ-function. It is sufficient to show that it pairs to 1 with exactly one of the n i from this ϑ-function, and it pairs to 0 with the rest. For e * i;j , the relevant ϑ-function is ϑ n+i−j;n .
The claim holds. The rest of the proposition follows immediately.
3 Base affine space G/U
In the previous section, the cluster variety structure of U came through consideration of the double Bruhat cell G e,w0 . In that case, specializing a subset of the frozen chamber minors to 1 produced an open subset of U . G/U also inherits a cluster variety structure from G e,w0 .
There is an open embedding of G e,w0 into G/U given by
This time no specialization is needed.
Proposition 23. g, g ′ ∈ G are in the same equivalence class of G/U if and only if g T and g ′T agree on all of the cluster variables of G e,w0 .
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Proof. Suppose g = g ′ u for some u ∈ U . The minors parametrizing the initial seed are all determinants of top-aligned submatrices, that is, submatrices whose row indexing set has the form 1, 2, . . . , i. Say the submatrix in question is r × r. Since u is upper triangular, only the top left r × r block of u affects the relevant submatrix of g T = u T g ′T . This block is again upper triangular with 1's on the diagonal. So the submatrix of g ′T has been multiplied by a determinant 1 submatrix of u. g T and g ′T agree on this minor, and on all minors in the initial seed. Furthermore, all cluster variables are rational functions in the initial seed minors, so g T and g ′T agree on all cluster variables. Now suppose g T and g ′T agree on all cluster variables. U is the stabilizer of the standard flag decorated with volume forms on each subspace in the flag. The action of g on the 1 dimensional decorated subspace of the decorated standard flag is determined by applying g to each of the standard basis vectors. This corresponds to the determining the collection of 1 × 1 left-aligned minors of g, or equivalently, top-aligned minors of g T . For the 2 dimensional decorated subspace, we need to see what happens to each parallelogram defined by a pair of basis vectors. This corresponds to determining the collection of 2 × 2 top-aligned minors of g T , and so forth. For the k-th decorated subspace, we need the collection of top-aligned k × k minors. If g T and g
′T agree on each of these minors, then the image of the decorated standard flag is the same for the linear maps g and g ′ , so they are in the same equivalence class in G/U . So it suffices to show that ∆ 1,...,k j1,...,j k is a cluster variable for each {j 1 , . . . , j k } ⊂ {1, . . . , n}. In fact, each such minor is a chamber minor. We simply need to choose a reduced expression for w 0 where {j 1B , . . . , j kB } are the bottom blue lines for some portion of the double pseudoline arrangement. The argument used to show that the minor in Proposition 15 is a chamber minor applies here as well. The claim is proved.
Now, G
e,w0 is precisely the non-vanishing locus of certain minors in G, the frozen minors for the cluster variety. So if we allow these minors to vanish, we get by the previous proposition a space that contains G/U . If we allow enough minors to vanish, it's possible that no element of G would satisfy the minor conditions. However, we would need to take more than one frozen minor to zero for this to happen. The frozen minors determine a normal crossing partial compactification of G e,w0 , so this is a codimension 2 phenomenon. That is, up to codimension 2, the canonical partial compactification of G e,w0 afforded by taking frozen variables to 0 is G/U . These spaces support the same functions by Hartogs' Theorem.
The initial seed s 0 has cluster variables A i;j = ∆ 1,...,i j−i+1,...,j . With the proof of Proposition 23 in mind, this seems like a pretty natural choice of seed studying for functions on G/U . As with Corollary 21, the potential W for this seed can be written down immediately using Proposition 20.
Corollary 24. Let X be the Fock-Goncharov dual of the A-cluster variety G e,w0 , and W : X → C the potential arising from G e,w0 's frozen variables. Then the restriction of W to T M;s0 is The basis of functions on G/U corresponds to the integer points of the cone cut out by W T . A basis element f of H 0 (G e,w0 , O G e,w 0 ) is also a basis element of H 0 G/U, O G/U if the g-vector of f is a point in this cone. The integer points of the cone form a monoid whose non-identity generators are the primitive vectors along the edges of the cone. We will see that the cone Ξ := x ∈ X R T : W T (x) ≥ 0 is, upon a suitable change of basis, the Gelfand-Tsetlin cone K n with the final coordinate restricted to 0. The edges of K n correspond to the minors ∆ 1,...,i j1,...,ji . On SL n , ∆ 1,...,n 1,...,n ≡ 1. To compare directly to K n (instead of a slice of it), we can add another frozen variable for this minor: A n;n := ∆ 1,...,n 1,...,n . The double pseudoline arrangement yields no arrows to v n;n , so every seed is trivially optimized for v n;n . The new potential W is W + z −en;n .
Ξ := x ∈ X R T : W T (x) ≥ 0 will be the Gelfand-Tsetlin cone.
Remark 25. Note that I am not exactly performing the same analysis with GL n instead of SL n . While GL n e,w0 embeds into GL n /U , its partial compactification GL n e,w0 obtained by allowing all frozen variables to vanish does not agree with GL n /U up to codimension 2. The divisor ∆ 1,...,n 1,...,n = 0 has empty intersection with GL n /U . The potential for GL n would be the same as that for SL n , but W is what actually yields the Gelfand-Tsetlin cone.
Ideally, the edges of Ξ should correspond to g-vectors of the minors ∆ can be computed using (1)-(3).
Proof. For (1), it is convenient to use Proposition 13. Here k = 1. In (2), the first summand of each binomial corresponds to outgoing arrows and the second to incoming arrows at v i;j . In this mutation sequence, at the vertex of mutation there are only outgoing arrows to w i ′ ;j ′ vertices. 21 So only the first summand of each binomial obtains X coefficients. Over the central fiber, (2) becomes I'll need a lemma for (3).
Lemma 27. Let the pair (Q △ , µ △ ) denote the quiver and the sequence of mutations described in Lemma 9, with the number of rows of Q △ unspecified. Note that the unfrozen subquiver of G e,w0 's initial seed has this form. Within this quiver, for each ∆ 1,...,i j1,...,ji there is a descending chain of proper subquivers Q △ 1 ⊃ Q △ 2 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Q △ k such that the sequence of mutations µ △ 1 , µ △ 2 , . . . , µ △ k yields ∆ 1,...,i j1,...,ji , the index corresponding to the bottom row of Q △ 1 is j i − 1, and the index corresponding to the bottom row of Q △ r+1 is strictly less than the index corresponding to the bottom row of Q △ r for all r < k.
Proof. Choose Q △ 1 such that the top vertex is v 1;j1+1 and bottom right vertex is v ji−1−j1;ji−1 . After applying µ △ 1 , the minor associated to the vertex v k;l of Q △ 1 is ∆ 1,...,k+1 j1,l−k+2,...,l+1 by Proposition 13 together with (2). Recall from the proof of Proposition 13 that each mutation in the sequence is a direct application of Lemma 12. Next take Q △ 2 to have top vertex v 1;j2 and bottom right vertex v ji−1−j2;ji−2 . If we had not already applied µ △ 1 , the minor associated to v k;l in Q △ 2 would have been ∆ 1,...,k+1 j2−1,l−k+2,...,l+1 . But µ △ 1 has replaced every minor ∆ 1,...,k
..,l ′ +1 . Note that shifting every column index by 1 and adding a new column (j 1 ) to every minor in Lemma 12 preserves the equality. So the minor associated to v k;l now must be ∆ 1,...,k+2 j1,j2,l−k+3,...,l+2 . We can continue this process. The top vertex of Q △ r will be v 1;jr −r+2 and the bottom right vertex will be v ji−1−jr ;ji−r . The last valid Q △ r occurs when j i − 1 − j r+1 < 1. In this case, either j r+1 = j i or j r+1 and j i are consecutive. If j r+1 = j i , then j i − j r ≥ 2 and ∆ 
In both µ ′ and µ, arrows between the vertex of mutation and some w k;l are always outgoing. Then For (4), every increasing sequence j 1 , . . . , j i of positive integers can be obtained from the sequences l − k + 1, . . . , l indexing the columns of the initial seed minors by some combination of the maps a : r 1 , . . . , r s → r 1 + 1, . . . , r s + 1 and b : r 1 , . . . , r s → 1, r 1 + 1, . . . , r s + 1. The g-vectors provided in (1) are precisely those needed to utilize (3).
The inequalities defining Ξ can be indexed by the frozen vertices and a subset of the arrows of the initial seed quiver. I'll illustrate this for n = 4. v i;j → v i;j−1 corresponds to n k=j−1 e i;k , · ≥ 0, e.g. v 1;3 → v 1;2 corresponds to e 1;2 + e 1;3 + e 1;4 , · ≥ 0. v i;j ← v i+1;j corresponds to j k=i e k;j , · ≥ 0, e.g. v 1;3 ← v 2;3 corresponds to e 1;3 + e 2;3 + e 3;3 , · ≥ 0.
Replacing the vertices of Figure 15 with coefficients of a given g-vector provides a convenient way to see that all inequalities are satisfied and to see which are in fact equalities. For example, for n = 4, g s0 ∆ for n = 4. y i;j → y k;l represents the inequality y i;j ≥ y k;l . Comparing pictures for several minors suggests a certain correspondence between the inequalities defining Ξ and those defining K n . I'll illustrate the correspondence in the n = 4 case. This apparent correspondence motivated the change of basis in the following theorem.
be the change of basis given by
where x n;n = y n;n x i;i = y i;n − y i;n−1 for i < n x i;n = y i;i − y i+1;i+1 for i < n x i;j = y i;n−j+i − y i+1;n−j+i+1 + y i+1;n−j+i − y i;n−j+i−1 for i < j < n.
Proof. I need to verify that (x 1;1 , x 1;2 , . . . , x n;n ) satisfies the inequalities defining Ξ precisely when (y 1;1 , y 1;2 , . . . , y n;n ) satisfies the inequalities defining K n . Clearly, x n;n ≥ 0 ⇐⇒ y n;n ≥ 0. Next, for i < n, x i;i ≥ 0 ⇐⇒ y i;n ≥ y i;n−1 and x i;n ≥ 0 ⇐⇒ y i;i ≥ y i+1;i+1 . For i < j < n, n k=j x i;k ≥ 0 ⇐⇒ y i;i − y i+1;i+1 + n−1 k=j (y i;n−k+i − y i+1;n−k+i+1 + y i+1;n−k+i − y i;n−k+i−1 ) ≥ 0 ⇐⇒ y i;i − y i+1;i+1 + y i;n−j+i − y i+1;n−j+i+1 + y i+1;n−(n−1)+i − y i;n−(n−1)+i−1 ≥ 0 ⇐⇒ y i;i − y i+1;i+1 + y i;n−j+i − y i+1;n−j+i+1 + y i+1;i+1 − y i;i ≥ 0 ⇐⇒ y i;n−j+i − y i+1;n−j+i+1 ≥ 0 ⇐⇒ y i;n−j+i ≥ y i+1;n−j+i+1 and j k=i x k;j ≥ 0 ⇐⇒ y j;n − y j;n−1 + j−1 k=i (y k;n−j+k − y k+1;n−j+k+1 + y k+1;n−j+k − y k;n−j+k−1 ) ≥ 0 ⇐⇒ y j;n − y j;n−1 + y i;n−j+i − y j;n + y j;n−1 − y i;n−j+i−1 ≥ 0 ⇐⇒ y i;n−j+i − y i;n−j+i−1 ≥ 0 ⇐⇒ y i;n−j+i ≥ y i;n−j+i−1 .
This accounts for all inequalities of both Ξ and K n . ψ (K n ) = Ξ.
Since the minors ∆ This also agrees with the g-vectors.
Next, I claim that for j i < n, ψ GT ∆ Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 29 since the analogous statements for the Gelfand-Tsetlin cone are known, and a subset of these g-vectors form a basis for the X Z T (identified with a lattice by the choice of seed). The maximal torus H in SL n determined by the choice of opposite Borel subgroups B + and B − is the subgroup of diagonal matrices. The torus action on H 0 G/U, O G/U is given by h · f (gU ) = f (ghU ). Each f ∈ B G/U is an eigenfunction of this action. Each h ∈ H has the form diag (h 1 , . . . , h n ), h 1 h 2 · · · h n = 1. Right multiplication by a diagonal matrix h scales column j by h j . So h · ∆ Since k < i, both j i+1−k and j i−k exist. Some l with k ≤ l ≤ n must satisfy j i+1−k = l + 1 − k, and this l is obviously unique. Similarly, some l ′ (perhaps l ′ = l) with k ≤ l ′ ≤ n must satisfy j i−k = l − k, and this l ′ is unique. Then l contributes +1 to the sum and l ′ contributes −1. Example 32. Let n = 3, and consider the weight λ = (3, 1). Then a point x = i≤j x i;j e * i;j in X R T is in H λ1 ∩ H λ2 if and only if x 2;2 + x 2;3 = 1 and x 1;1 + x 1;2 + x 1;3 = 3 − 1 = 2.
x is in Ξ ∩ H λ1 ∩ H λ2 if additionally x 1;1 ≥ 0, x 2;2 ≥ 0, x 2;2 + x 1;2 ≥ 0, x 1;3 ≥ 0, x 1;3 + x 1;2 ≥ 0, and x 2;3 ≥ 0. The only integer points satisfying this system of equalities and inequalies are the ones listed below. 
